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Productivity Monitoring - A Proactive Approach 
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How does your organization monitor productivity?  Are you dependent on external sources for these metrics?  
Taking a proactive approach to internal monitoring of productivity can lead to real savings while not losing 
sight of other important goals of your organization. 
 
Productivity Monitoring 
 
Monitoring productivity is one important part of effectively managing a healthcare operation.  Typically, the 
most expensive line item in a department budget is labor.  Appropriately allocating those paid hours to the 
corresponding workload can lead to both financial and operational success.  
    
Productivity is defined as a measure relating a quantity or quality of output to the inputs required to produce it.  
Using a laboratory as an example, the “outputs” are individual tests and the “inputs” are hours worked to 
produce those test results.  
 
When counting test volume, some organizations use billable tests while others use reportable results.  While 
neither of these units account for the complexity of the testing, either can be useful, especially in tracking 
internal productivity over time.  Since the complexity of the laboratory under review usually does not 
substantially change over time, the ratio of tests per hour or hours per test can be used to monitor performance 
at periodic intervals as productivity initiatives are implemented. 
 

Figure 1:  Productivity Tracked Over Time 
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Generally, a ratio of tests per hour or hours per test is used for either internal or external comparison.  If using 
tests per hour, an improvement in performance will result in a higher ratio, while using hours per test will 
result in a lower ratio as performance improves. 
 
How Useful Are These Metrics? 
 
These metrics can be very helpful if monitored effectively.  While the organization may be focused on the peer 
ranking, the laboratory can focus on the ratio of worked hours per test on a regular basis (i.e., each pay period 
or more frequently if possible). 
 
Many managers wonder about the peer group selected for external comparison.  Incorrect matching to peers 
can be a significant factor when external comparisons are used.  However, showing improvement in your own 
ratio over time is a very effective way to demonstrate improvement without waiting for the next peer ranking 
to be published. 
 
Steps to Improve Productivity 
 
1. Match staffing levels to workload by time of day, and avoid the “we’ve always done it that way” 

scheduling paradigm.  Most laboratory information systems can generate workload statistics by hour of 
day.  By graphing these totals and overlaying the worked hours for the same hourly intervals, any major 
discrepancies will be obvious. 

2. Question every position that opens as people leave the organization, and ask the following: 
 Do we still need this position in this area at the same scheduled hours? 
 How might these hours be used where we have a more pressing need? 
 Do we need the same skill set (technical vs. support staff, cross-training, etc.)? 

3. Hire only when absolutely necessary and only for positions/hours justified by the workload. 

4. Utilize part-time staff to help fill scheduling holes (creative scheduling). 

5. Examine weekend and evening/night coverage, and move work assignments to these shifts as necessary to 
increase their productivity. 

6. Monitor phlebotomy, clerical, and support staff productivity, and adjust as needed to cover all functions. 

7. Be on the lookout for new technologies that can provide a quantum leap in productivity improvements.  
(Examples from the recent past include automation, auto-verification, positive patient ID systems, 
document scanners, etc.) 

8. Keep the Balanced Scorecard in mind.  
 

Figure 2:  Balanced Scorecard 
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While productivity should be monitored and can lead to lower costs over time, beware that other areas of the 
operation such as quality, customer service, and work culture need to be considered as well.  Enhanced 
productivity at the expense of the larger goals of the organization is counterproductive. 
 
 
For more information, please call us at (800) 860-5454, ext. 453, or visit www.chisolutionsinc.com.  


